A directed graph with a complete underlying graph is called a tournament 1], representing a tournament o f n ( 1) players where every two players compete to decide the winner (and the loser) between them. A king u in a tournament is a player who beats (!) a n y other player v directly or indirectly. That is, either u ! v or there exists a third player w such t h a t u ! w and w ! v. A sorting sequence of kings 3] in a tournament o f n players is a sequence of players, S = ( u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ), such that u i ! u i+1 and u i in a king in the sub-tournament T u i induced by u i u i+1 : : : u n for i = 1 2 ::: n ; 1. The existence of a sorting sequence of kings in any tournament is shown 3] where a sorting algorithm with a complexity o f ( n 3 ) is given. In this paper, we present a constructive proof for the existence of a sorting sequence of kings of a tournament and propose an e cient algorithm with a complexity o f ( n 2 ). Lemma 1: ( 2] ) Every tournament has a king.
Lemma 2: If u is a king for some tournament T and let S in(u) = fv 2 T : v ! ug, then u is still a king in the sub-tournament induced b y T ; S. Proof: W e only need to consider the vertex v 2 T ;S such that u beats v indirectly in T, i.e., u ! w and w ! v. Clearly, w 6 2 S. Therefore, u still beats v indirectly in T ; S.
Theorem 1: Sorting sequence of kings exists in any tournament T of n players. Proof: W e prove the theorem by induction on n. Clearly, it is true for n = 1. Assume that the statement is true for n ; 1, we w i l l s h o w for the case of n. By Lemma 1 we can pick a king of T, s a y u, and by induction hypothesis, we can also assume that S = ( u 1 u 2 u n;1 ) is a sorting sequence of kings of sub-tournament T ;f ug.
We shall show t h a t u can be inserted into sequence S without changing any relative position of the vertices in S.
Suppose p (1 p n;1) is the rst index such t h a t u ! u p (such u p always exists because u is a king of T). We shall show t h a t S 0 = ( u 1 u 2 u p;1 u u p u p+1 u n;1 ) is the sorting sequence of kings in T. L e t T v (S 0 ) be the sub-tournament o f T induced by v and all the vertices in S 0 that follow v. W e need to show that v is a king in T v (S 0 ) for all v 2 f u 1 u 2 u p;1 u u p u p+1 u n;1 g (1) Clearly, condition (1) is true for all v 2 f u p u p+1 u n;1 g. By Lemma 2, condition (1) is also true for v = u. Now, we consider v = u i 2 f u 1 u 2 ::: u p;1 g. By induction hypothesis, u i is a king of the sub-tournament induced by T u i (S) = fu i u p;1 u p u n;1 g, together with u i ! u, u i is still a king of the subtournament induced by T u i (S) f ug = T u i (S 0 ).
Based on Theorem 1, we can easily derive an algorithm that successively inserts a v ertex to a partial sorting sequence of kings. The key is to nd a king in each sub-tournament. The following theorem provides an e cient w ay to determine such a king. Proof: The complexity of OUT-DEGREE is (jAj). In KING-SEQUENCE, the cost of decrementing O(u) i s ( jAj). The cost of searching for new kings in jV j subtournaments is (jV j 2 ). Note that at each round only one king is selected although several kings may exist. The complexity of KING-SORT i s ( jV j 2 ). Therefore, the overall complexity i s ( jV j 2 + jAj) = ( jV j 2 ).
Consider a sample tournament of six players fu 1 u 2 u 3 u 4 u 5 u 6 g. Figure 1 shows the graph representation of the tournament. Applying the OUT-DEGREE 
